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Boston, MA Mighty Squirrel Brewing Co., a locally owned and independent craft brewery, has
opened its newest location on March 14, in the Fenway neighborhood. This venture promises to add
value to the city’s brewing landscape with its offerings and ambiance.

Located one block from Fenway Park, the new Mighty Squirrel establishment has a 13,000 s/f
two-story space with a production brewery offering a full lineup of beers, hard seltzers, and hard
smoothies, a full kitchen for pizzas, salads, tacos, and more, four bars, several private event spaces,
setting a high bar for brewery craftsmanship and hospitality.

“We are thrilled to introduce our latest venture to the vibrant Fenway community,” said Naveen
Pawar co-founder of Mighty Squirrel Brewing Co. “With its rich history and dynamic energy, Fenway
serves as the perfect backdrop for our vision of crafting exceptional brews and fostering memorable
experiences.”

The new location was a collaborative effort between Mighty Squirrel, Haynes Group, and Phase
Zero Design, standing as a testament to the power of creativity and synergy. Led by Mighty



Squirrel’s vision, and with the expertise and contributions of Haynes Group, Phase Zero Design, and
many craftsmen, this project has brought together the best talents in their respective fields to create
a magical place.

“At The Haynes Group, we take pride in partnering with visionary clients like Mighty Squirrel to bring
their dreams to life,” said Mike Haynes, co-founder of Haynes Group. “This project is a testament to
our dedication to craftsmanship and client satisfaction, and we are honored to have played a role in
shaping Boston’s brewing landscape alongside such esteemed collaborators.”

“In collaboration with Mighty Squirrel and the Haynes Group, we have built a committed team. We
have had the pleasure of working together to expand Mighty Squirrel to multiple locations, with the
design of each space creating unique, customer-centric experiences that incorporate Mighty
Squirrel’s brand,” said Mark Joyce of Phase Zero Design. “This addition will be a welcomed
presence in the Fenway neighborhood.”
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